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Have an IoT Christmas
Nick Curlett
Computer Village

The Christmas season is upon us, as we scramble to get
friends, and loved ones gifts let’s consider the latest in
technology as it pertains to IoT. This month’s newsletter
has a few suggestions, so let’s take a look at what’s out there.

Gifts for the Sports Fan
IBM Internet of Things blog
December 1, 2016 | Written by: Jen Clark

Why play
basketball when
you can play
connected
basketball. Yep,
you heard right.
Connected
basketball baby.
Wilson (who released their connected
football earlier this year) has brought out
the world’s first smart basketball that
analyses your playing technique and stats to
help improve your game. This clever clogs
can track your shots on any court, work out
field goal percentage and range and comes

with a Buzzer Beater mode – one of four
game modes – that challenges you to score
points against the clock. It’s regulation size
and weight, naturally. Get your mitts on
one for $69.99.
For cyclists
(whether
sporting or
commuter),
there’s
BeeLine (£99) – a smart navigation system
for bikes that sits on your handlebars and
provides a refreshing alternative to frantic
map-checking every few metres. BeeLine
won’t give you turn-by-turn instructions,
but it will tell you which way to head and
how far to go. It’s a bit like a compass that
always points the direction you want to go
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in. This leaves cyclists free to take turns
when they feel able to, not when the god of
GPS decrees it. If this all feels a bit vague,

don’t worry, you can add intermediate way
points (such as a specific bridge to cross) to
your journey to help you stay on track.

These gift suggestions are primarily connected by an Alexa or Echo, connecting the
whole house. These gifts also represent great value and convenience.
Connecting the Home
11 Smart Gifts
Darrell Etherington/TechCrunch
Philips Hue Starter Kit
This is the very best gateway drug for the connected home. The
Hue starter kit with the multicolor A19 bulbs and the new
generation 2 bridge will set you up for Home Kit, Alexa and other
centralized control of three lights — very few people will stop at
just three.

Amazon Echo or Echo Dot
The Amazon Echo is now the default way I turn on lights and
unlock doors, which is weird but awesome. I’d get one or two
Echos depending on how many speakers you already have,
but if you have a lot of existing speakers with aux input, an
Echo Dot for each big room is a great idea — plus they come
in multipacks.

WeMo Switch Smart Plug
This connected outlet by Belkin connects to your Wi-Fi and can be
controlled by Alexa, to turn ordinary dumb devices into
smartphones. Easy and cheap, this is the best possible combo.
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Ring Video Doorbell
The best kind of medicine is preventive healthcare, and likewise the best antitheft is stuff that stops it from happening to begin with. The Ring video
doorbell provides this kind of peace-of-mind, giving you a video intercom to
chat to strangers, motion alerts and cloud recording.

Logitech Harmony Elite
The Harmony Elite is the best universal remote ever made, and it
connects with your smart home devices, too. It also now works with
Alexa and Echo, letting you give voice commands to turn on and off
specific home theater activities and devices.

Pet Net Smart Feeder
Puppy or kitty need their food in a timely, consistent
pattern to keep them healthy and fit. The PetNet feeder
not only does Wi-Fi connectivity and scheduling, but also
on-demand top-ups if you feel like the pooch needs a
snack, and recommendations about portion size based on
your dog’s size and age.
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Ring Stick Up Cam plus Solar Panel
Ring’s Stick Up Cam is a great security measure, which
now has scheduling so it won’t go off when you know
there’s going to be motion in its field of view. The
solar panel bundle is the way to go for power, and if
you use this with IFTTT you can make some amazing
things happen.

WeMo Wi-Fi Crock-Pot
I like slow-cooking because it’s easy. The WeMo Wi-Fi
smart Crock-Pot makes it even easier. And even if you
don’t use the remote control app, it’s a very good CrockPot in its own right.

Dyson 360 Eye
This is a big ticket item, so it might be the whole gift
budget, but the Dyson 360 Eye is a great connected
vacuum robot that will get the job done, and that uses
over-the-air updates to get smarter over time.
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August Smart Lock
August’s connected smart lock works with HomeKit and Alexa, and it’s
a great way to do stuff like provisioning access to friends or Airbnb
guests while you’re away. It doesn’t hurt that the industrial design is on
point, too.

Sphero Star Wars Force Band
Okay just hear me out: The Sphero Force Band not only
controls the Sphero BB-8, but also smart home devices like
the August Smart Lock, which lets you pretend you have
force powers — so that’s amazing and the best gift ever.

“Don continues to stress the importance
of IoT as a major component for the
growth of young people associated with
job stability in our community.

Computer Village Executive Director, Don Holt
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